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In the economic development of oursociety,logistics which is a new industryplays
a more and more important role.Logistics management system which covers a
wide range of operations is one kind of the synthetical and complex logistics
information management techniques in the logisticsoperations, logistics planning
logistics management and other aspects.This dissertation mainly discussed the
Cotton products raw materials production, processing until the process of
consumption in the
transportation,storage,handling,transport,packaging,distribution,information
processing features, Application of modern logistics warehousing, sales,
distribution and transport theory theory,which is debeloped based on the
characteristic of Cotton Processing Warehousing, sales and transportation.
This dissertation first brings forward that what is the implementation target of the
Cotton Processing Logistics Management System, using the Object-orientedidea,
focusing on the complicated beer commodity logistics business process to
discuss in detail, to form various types of system use case. Then it brings forward
the exploitation structure and the database design scheme and gives a
modularization partition on the system flinction. The major functions of the system
are including basic information management, salesmanagement, warhouse
management, transportation resources management, transportation and
distribution management, financial management and statistical analysis so
on.Finally, this introduces that how to implement of the major function of the
Cotton Processing Logistics Management System. At the same time,it builds a
mathematic model for the distribution technological process,design and realizes
the algorithm to reach the distribution optimization,in order to realize the core
function of the logistics management system.
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